
PRODUCTION LINE-DOWN SITUATION PREVENTED BY VALIDATING
ALTERNATIVE WHEEL NUT
PEAK INNOVATIONS ENGINEERING HELPS OEM AVOID A LINE-DOWN SITUATION BY VALIDATING AN
ALTERNATIVE WHEEL NUT THROUGH TORQUE-TENSION AND TORQUE TO FAILURE TESTING.

CHALLENGE

A heavy truck manufacturer (OEM) was facing a supplier-related shortage of M22 wheel nuts. Since the incumbent
nut supplier could not meet production requirements, the OEM was facing a line-down situation within a matter of
days. The OEM identified an alternate wheel nut, but based on the criticality of the application, needed confidence
that the alternate parts would perform as required. PEAK was contacted to validate the alternate nut, and the
urgency of the situation required a quick turnaround in results.

SOLUTION

Before being approved for production, the alternate wheel nuts first needed to meet the torque-tension criteria
specified in SAE J1965.  SAE J1965 requires wheel nuts to produce a specific range of clamp load when tightened
onto wheel studs to a torque of 500 lb-ft.  Additionally, the specification requires each nut to be tightened five
times as a measure of reusability.  PEAK was able to modify studs for testing in-house and had the high torque and
high clamp load equipment required to run these large diameter parts.  After a PEAK engineer analyzed the
torque-tension traces to confirm conformance to the SAE J1965 requirements, the nuts were tested in the actual
application to confirm failure torque performance. Production wheels were installed onto hubs, and the wheel
nuts were tightened until failure was observed.  This test showed ultimate torques of the new wheel nuts in excess
of 700 lb-ft, compared to 600 lb-ft with the incumbent nut supplier.
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RESULTS

Once the data was analyzed, a comprehensive report of test results and observations was sent to the OEM for
review. Equipped with this data, the OEM now had confidence that the new parts would perform as expected and
was able to implement the supplier change.  Thanks to PEAK’s unique capabilities and rapid response time, the
OEM was able to continue production and avoid a line-down situation.

PEAK SERVICES PROVIDED

● Torque-Tension Testing
● Testing per SAE J1965
● Clamp Load Test
● In-house Machining
● Torque-Angle to Failure Testing

Peak Innovations Engineering: For the Ultimate
Confidence in Fastening
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